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Paciﬁc Decadal Oscilla2on I

First– some important terms!
PNA vs PDO vs IPO vs NPGO?!

PDV: “Paciﬁc Decadal Variability”
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Paciﬁc/North American PaDern
500mb Height Anomalies

Posi%ve phase of the PNA

Paciﬁc/North American PaDern

Posi%ve phase of the PNA
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Paciﬁc/North American PaDern
500mb Height Anomalies

Air temperature Anomalies

Posi%ve phase of the PNA

Paciﬁc/North American PaDern
500mb Height Anomalies

Air temperature Anomalies

Nega%ve phase of the PNA
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Paciﬁc Decadal Oscilla2on
• leading Empirical
Orthogonal Func2on (EOF)
of monthly SST anomalies
north of 20°N (Mantua et
al. 1997)
• paDern is similar to ENSO,
but with larger amplitudes
in mid-la2tudes rather
than low-la2tudes and a
broader width of
equatorial anomalies than
those of ENSOs
Mantua 2002

Paciﬁc Decadal Oscilla2on
• Atmosphere co-varies with
the PDO index in central
North Paciﬁc:
cool SST anomalies à
deepened Aleu2an Low &
enhanced westerlies in the
(associated w/ the PNA
paDern)

Mantua 2002
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Paciﬁc Decadal Oscilla2on index

Mantua 2002

PDO vs ENSO

C. Deser, UCAR/NCAR Climate data guide

Decadal modula2on of interannual teleconnec2ons
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Timescale dependent signatures
• Dominant 2mescales (e.g.
Mantua and Hare 2002 PDO
review):
– Bi-decadal (20-yr) oscilla2on
– Penta-decadal (50–70-yr)
oscilla2on

[Minor quasi-decadal (10-yr)
peak also observed in some
(e.g. Wang et al. 2011)]
Adapted from Deser et al. (2012)

Interdecadal Paciﬁc Oscilla2on
• The full Paciﬁc extension of the PDO (Power et
al., 1997, 1999)

Tripole index of the IPO; Henley et al. 2015
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North Paciﬁc Gyre Oscilla2on
• EOF2 of SST & SSH anomalies in the North
Paciﬁc (PDO is EOF1)
• Sta2s2cally independent of the PDO
• reﬂects changes in wind stress, in par2cular
the winds that force coastal upwelling
• Strengthening since 1993– in response to
global warming?
Di Lorenzo et al. 2008

NPGO vs PDO

Di Lorenzo et al. 2008
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NPGO vs PDO

NPGO vs PDO
• PDO:
– Subpolar gyre expands
while Subptropical gyre
contracts
• North Paciﬁc Current
shijs south
• Stronger Alaskan Gyre
• Stronger Alaska current
• Weakened CA current

Di Lorenzo et al. 2008
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NPGO vs PDO
• NPGO:
– Subpolar and AND
Subtropical gyre
intensiﬁed
• North Paciﬁc Current
intensiﬁes
• Stronger Alaska current
• Stronger CA current

Di Lorenzo et al. 2008

Global teleconnec2ons
•
•

•

air-temperature anomalies due to PDO are
generally similar to those connected to ENSO
POS PDO/IPO:
– Higher winter2me temperature over
Alaska and western Canada and the Paciﬁc
Northwest
– Cooler temperature in Mexico and the
southeastern US
– Increased rain and river runoﬀ in the
coastal ranges of Alaska, and in the
southwestern US and Mexico
– precipita2on in Canada and Siberia is
reduced
absolute correla2ons of precipita2ons onto the
PDO index are generally smaller than those of
temperatures

Dong and Dai 2015
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Impact on NA precipita2on
+PDO, -AMO

-PDO, -AMO

+ PDO, +AMO

- PDO, +AMO

McCabe et al. 2004

Decadal modula2on of interannual (ENSO)
teleconnnec2ons

Schoennagel et al (2005)
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Decadal modula2on of interannual (ENSO)
teleconnnec2ons

Gershunov and BarneD (1998)

Mechanisms
• Why so important/why do we care?
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Mechanisms
• Why so important/why do we care?
– Predic2ons
– Response to decadal forcing

Mechanisms
• Null hypothesis: Decadal scale variability in
the North Paciﬁc can be explained by memory
in the system and atmospheric noise.
• Extra-tropically or tropically forced?
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Noise + memory == PDV?

Alexander 2010

Mechanisms for memory
• Recall that the oceans store much more heat
than the atmosphere
– Heat content of the upper 2.5 m of ocean ≈ to
that of the en2re atmosphere above it

• This means that the oceans have much more
memory than the atmosphere
• Ocean mixed layer (20-300m) temperature
anomalies can be sustained for several
months
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Mechanisms for memory
1. Cloud—SST feedback;
Cool SSTs in NP à More
stable atmosphere à
more stra2form clouds
in NP à more cooling

Park et al., 2006

Mechanisms for memory
2. Reemergence Mechanism

Alexander and Deser 1995
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Mechanisms for memory
2. Reemergence
Mechanism

Mechanisms for memory
3. Many more…. (see review by Alexander 2010)
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Role of the tropics?
PDO can be
reproduced with
tropical variability +
stochas8c atm
forcing in midla2tudes +
reemergence
mechanism

Newman et al. (2003)

15 NOVEMBER 2003

Tropical delayed oscillator

WANG ET AL.

3601

teraction in the midlatitude, the eigenmode is more
damped. The spectrum only shows a very weak peak
on the interdecadal timescale. Therefore the ocean–atmosphere interaction and the subtropical gyre circulation adjustment might play a role in the PDO. The model
was further modified to include the interannual variability in the tropical Pacific (Jin et al. 2001), that is,
the ENSO, by coupling the midlatitude conceptual modCold/Low
el with a conceptual model for ENSO that was developed earlier (Jin 1997a). In this simplified conceptual
model the timescales of both PDO and ENSO could be
reproduced. It is understandable that in this type of simple model, the physical processes included have to be
heavily parameterized. The parameters used in the mod• The communica2on
of the equatorial and extra-equatorial regions of the
el, though having basis either in the observations
or the
ocean
via
waves
allow
for the existence of a basin-scale mode of variability:
GCM output, can only be roughly estimated. The observed statistical relationship between the midlatitude
– Anomalous mass of an extra-equatorial Rossby wave generates equatorial
SST and wind stress anomaly has been attributedKelvin
to thewave
atmospheric response to the SST anomaly. However this
Accomplished
through integrated mass transport towards (“charging”) or
key assumption has hardly been substantiated–with
modaway
(“discharging”) from equator
el simulations (e.g., Ting and Peng 1995; Peng and
Whitaker 1999; Robinson 2000).
– Figure ajer Wang, Jin, and Wang, 2003 Part II
The spatial features of ENSO and PDO have some
similarities (e.g., Zhang et al. 1997; Mantua et al. 1997).
Figure 1 shows the linear regression coefficient fields
of the wind stress and SST with the 1–6-yr bandpassfiltered and 6-yr low-pass-filtered SST anomalies in the
eastern tropical Pacific region (58S–58N, 1808–1008W).
The SST data are from the reconstructed Reynolds SST
dataset (Reynolds and Smith 1994) and the wind stress
data are from the National Centers for Environmental
Prediction–National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996).
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spatial features of ENSO and PDO have some
ities (e.g., Zhang et al. 1997; Mantua et al. 1997).
1 shows the linear regression coefficient fields
wind stress and SST with the 1–6-yr bandpassWarm/
Cold/
and 6-yr low-pass-filtered SST anomalies in the
High
Low
tropical Pacific region (58S–58N, 1808–1008W).
ST data are from the reconstructed Reynolds SST
(Reynolds and Smith 1994) and the wind stress
e from the National Centers for Environmental
ion–National Center for Atmospheric Research
–NCAR) reanalysis dataset (Kalnay et al. 1996).
ta for the Pacific region on a 48lat 3 68lon
grid
Decadal
variability in the tropics involve a delayed oscillator
ed. The period analyzed is from 1950 to mechanism
1997.
similar to that described for ENSO, but with
ENSO timescale (Fig. 1 top), the warm SST in
FIG. 1. Linear regression coefficient fields of the (top) 1–6-yr bandslower Rossby
at higher
la2tudesSST
(Kirtman
or
pass-filteredwaves
and (bottom)
6-yr low-pass-filtered
anomaly in1997)
the
ntral and eastern equatorial Pacific is associated
eastern tropical Pacific (58S–58N, 1808–1008W) with wind stress and
he westerly wind stress anomaly in the central
of higher
number
(Liufields
et al.
2002).
SST.ver2cal
The units mode
for regression
coefficient
for wind
stressFigure
and
rial Pacific. The SST anomaly is narrowed down SST are dyn cm 22 8C 21 and 8C 8C 21 , respectively.
ajer
Manabe
and
Knutson
1998
he equator. On an decadal to interdecadal timeFig. 1 bottom), however, the meridional scale of
T anomaly in the tropical region is wider. The
e SST anomaly in the eastern tropical Pacific is 1994; Knutson and Manabe 1998; Yukimoto et al.
lar. Besides the SST anomaly center in the central 2000).
In Wang et al. (2003, Part I), the issue of how the
rial Pacific, there is a large SST anomaly in the
basin along 208N(S). The wind stress anomaly equatorial thermocline responds to the off-equatorial
northeastern subtropical Pacific is generally in the wind stress forcing is addressed by using a reducedest to northeast direction, which indicates a gravity shallow-water model (SWM) and an analytical
ning of the trade winds in the region and shows model. This issue could be central to understanding the
onic feature. In the southeastern subtropical Pa- mechanisms of both ENSO and PDO. It was shown that
he wind stress anomaly is from the northwest to the off-equatorial wind stress could generate a nearly
utheast. The feature is symmetric with respect to zonally uniform response in the equatorial thermocline.
uator. The similarity of the wind stress and SST The most effective region for the off-equatorial wind
s between ENSO and PDO may indicate that both stress forcing to generate an equatorial thermocline reand PDO might be generated by similar physical sponse seems to be the eastern tropical and subtropical
nisms. Some researchers propose that the Tropics basin. A broad-scale tropical ocean–atmosphere interbe the origin of the PDO (Trenberth and Hurrell action has the potential to generate a decadal to inter-
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Delayed oscillator review

Mechanism schema2c summary

Minobe et al. 2004
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Predictability

Meehl et al. 2009

Sources of uncertainty

Meehl et al. 2009
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Predictability
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Meehl et al. 2014

Predictability
S2ll limited to a few years in advance

Meehl et al. 2014
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